Enter a world of fantasy and adventure built for your child, by your child.

Children thrive on fantasy and imagination. On faraway worlds filled with dragons and dungeons... space police and spies... pirates and plunderers and undersea explorers. The LEGO toys you'll find in this catalog take your child on many imaginative adventures.

Watch your child open the box or bucket and embark on a voyage of discovery. Your child plays an active role in the process, by building the imaginary world piece by sturdy piece. Special elements like secret hiding places, trap doors, collapsible bridges, and glow-in-the-dark wands spark your child's imagination for many, many hours of creative play.

And unlike other toys, which eventually end up on the floor of the closet, your child will reach for LEGO toys again and again. Because no matter how many times your child plays with them, they're never the same toy twice.

A LEGO Play Table!
It's a play table, a storage chest and a starting place for your biggest, most exciting creations! The table is sized so that bigger kids can use it comfortably sitting on the floor, little ones can use it standing up or sitting on a child-size chair. On each end of the table there's a storage bin with plenty of room for bricks and blocks. The top consists of two big green building plates which work with both DUPLO blocks and LEGO bricks. Slide the plates together and you have an 11-1/2" x 11 1/2" building area with the two storage bins open for easy access to building pieces. Slide the building plates apart and they cover the storage bins so you can carry the table by the sturdy handle without the bricks falling out! The legs fold up and out of the way when not needed. 26" x 13" x 9-1/2" high, folds to 5-1/2" high.

#1798 Play Table $49.50

LEGO Quality and Service Guarantee
We believe our toys must live up to your highest expectations. And our service must live up to the quality of our toys. We hope that you will be totally satisfied with your order. But if there's any reason that you're not, simply return it to us for replacement, exchange or prompt refund.

No Extra Charge For Regular Shipping
All orders are postage paid—it's our way of saying thank you for your business.

Same Day Shipping
In-stock orders are shipped within 24-36 hours after they are received. For same day shipment, please tell us to "Ship It Today" and we will.

Fast FEDEX 2 Day Delivery Only $5!
See order form for details.
**F1 Hauler**
Sometimes even Formula 1 race cars need a lift, and now you can do the job! Build a tow truck that's complete with motorized tow cable and double flashing lights. Then tow your car to the pit, where you'll find plenty of tools for any repair. Now you're ready for the track! Includes 9V motor, two mechanics and driver. Ages 7-12. 264 pieces. #6494 F1 Hauler $49.50

**Front End Loader**
Now you can really move some earth! This model features a new front-end bucket that tips down to scoop up the earth. Turn the crank to raise and lower the bucket -- or add your own Power Pack (see page 40) and let the motor do the work! Steering gears help carry your load away, and the Flex system keeps motion extra smooth. Ages 8 & up. 172 pieces. #8828 Front End Loader $21.00

**Street Sweeper**
Watch the brushes spin round and round as you keep the town's streets clean. Ages 6-12. 58 pieces. #6649 Street Sweeper $7.25

**Hot Rod Club**
Here's everything you need to keep your cars looking good and driving fast. The Hot Rod Club is stocked with tools, jack, extra wheels, hand truck, oil can, and soda machine. Feel the pride of ownership as you build and maintain a bright red hot rod with real chrome-plated exhaust pipes, a yellow speedster, and black motorbike. Two drivers and mechanic included. Ages 7-12. 227 pieces. #6561 Hot Rod Club $26.50

**LEGO HOTLINE**
1-800-453-4652
8AM to 8PM ET
**MANIAC FAVORITES**

**A. Pothole Patcher**
Keep your LEGO highway safe for travel with this special road repair vehicle. Includes construction worker and jackhammer for many hours of roadside fun. 93 pieces.
#6867 Pothole Patcher $9.25

**B. Recycle Truck**
Here's a truck with the familiar recycling symbol, doing a job everyone can feel good about. Includes driver, shovel, broom and a refuse container that slides on and off the truck. 104 pieces.
#6668 Recycle Truck $9.25

**C. Night Patroller**
Lights flashing, sirens blasting—and you’re off to the crime scene. Lights flash or glow and two siren sounds come with this deluxe set. (9 volt battery not included).
Ages 7 - 12. 140 pieces.
#6430 Night Patroller $25.00

**D. Ambulance**
Test your driving skills as you race to the scene of the accident and rush a patient to the hospital. The ambulance has a rear door that swings open to let the stretcher inside. Driver and patient included. 71 pieces.
#6666 Ambulance $9.25

**E. Coastal Patrol**
Press the light on the foredeck of the Coastal Patrol boat to set the siren blaring, the lights flashing and the radar antenna spinning. It's full speed ahead to catch the speedboat carrying a smuggler and his suitcase filled with stolen gold. (9 volt battery not included).
Ages 7 - 12. 242 pieces.
#6489 Coastal Patrol $48.00

---

**Not available in any store!**
**F Rocky River Retreat**
This is one camp where you'll never run out of things to do! At the Rocky River Retreat you can go fishing, boating, horseback riding or just relax by the campfire. There’s a hanging bridge and ladder to cross over the river, plus a jeep that pulls your own private speedboat. The cabin contains a table, chair, lamp, and bed. Two vacationers included. 237 pieces.
#6552 Rocky River Retreat $23.75

**H #6512 Landscape Loader**
33 pieces $3.25

**Use your imagination to build this truck too! You'll find a hint on the package!**

**G #6535 Dumper**
41 pieces $4.50

**LEGO HOTLINE**
1-800-453-4652
8AM to 8PM ET

**i Rescue Rig**
Need a tow? Just call the Rescue Rig. The truck is equipped with all the right tools, including a hammer, wrench and crane that quickly hooks up to broken down cars. Driver included. Ages 7 - 12. 113 pieces.
#6670 Rescue Rig $9.25

**J Back Hoe**
Get your road or house construction underway with this hard working machine. Rear end shovel scoops up earth. Front end shovel lifts, lowers, and dumps. Comes complete with construction signs, broom, shovel and construction worker. 77 pieces.
#6662 Back Hoe $7.25
HARD WORKING TRAINS FOR YOUR TOWN

**A Cargo Crane**
Take this giant telescopic crane on the rails for loading freight cars! The crane rotates a full 360 degrees and can be raised and lowered with the turn of a crank. Comes with a service car, container, tools and two workers. 278 pieces.

#4552 Cargo Crane $38.50

**B Car Transport Wagon**
Take all kinds of LEGO cars for a ride on the railway! This extra long wagon has side boards that open and a special ramp that rotates to let vehicles on and off the wagon. 136 pieces.

#4544 Car Transport Wagon $18.75
E Freight Rail Runner
Our biggest freight train ever! Build the bright yellow engine and the three freight cars. Load them with supplies, then watch them move along the large oval track. Use the speed regulator to slow down around the curves and go fast on the straightaway! Comes complete with 27” by 33” oval track, freight truck, loading ramp, 3 railroad workers, and speed regulator. 587 pieces.
#4564 Freight Rail Runner $134.00

C Freight Loading Station
You’re in charge of this bustling station, where busy workers load freight cars with their cargo. The movable crane has a winch to raise and lower containers. The office has everything you need to manage the operation, including a canteen and a phone booth. Three workers included.
Ages 7-12. 377 pieces.
#4555 Freight Loading Station $73.00

D Road ‘N Rail Hauler
Test your skills at the crane... behind the wheel... and on the tracks! You’ll need quick reflexes to load these massive crates from the transport truck to the giant freight car. Then zoom the truck away for a fresh load. Hook the freight car to your train— and you’re ready to roll! 446 pieces.
#4549 Road ‘N Rail Hauler $52.00

LEGO HOTLINE
1-800-453-4652
8AM to 8PM ET

See Pages 38 & 39 for more trains!
Big pieces for little hands... and GIANT imaginations!

A child in the preschool years is on a voyage of discovery. Every toy, every game, every minute of every day is a fresh learning experience. DUPLO products are the ideal choice for these preschool children. They're just the right size for little hands. And they're designed to fit together in unlimited ways — so they set your child’s imagination free to create just about anything!

Farm Play Set
Toddlers love the fact that the farmhouse base is pre-built because they can start playing right away! And there's lots of action to keep them entertained — like a tractor they can drive around the farm, a windmill that turns when you blow on it, and a hay bale that moves items up and down from the loft.
Includes fences and 2 farm hands. 46 pieces.
#2855 Farm Play Set $64.00

Tractor 4 pieces. $13.25
#2629

Farm Animals 18 pieces. $15.00
#2647

Airport
Little children love big airports -- and here's one they can call their own! This large Play Set includes a base plate for easy construction and many special building pieces: an airplane and a helicopter with propellers that really turn, a control tower block, a gas pump with turning handles, a car, a tool box block, four crew members, doors that open and fence blocks. Ages 2-6 25 pieces.
#2879 Airport $39.75

LEGO HOTLINE 1-800-453-4652 8AM to 8PM ET
Let’s Play House!

**ALL NEW!**

**E** #2784 Mother with Pram 4 pieces. $6.00

---

**F** Bathroom

Bathrooms are endlessly fascinating to young children — with tubs to soak in, shower curtains to pull into place, toilet seats that go up and down, mirrors to look in, and windows that open. Here are all the things kids like most, sized for hours of safe, happy play. Includes parent and child. 18 pieces.

#2789 Bathroom $21.00

---

**G** Play Room

Let your child build the "perfect" room — and play there all afternoon! Includes two beds with cuddly sleeping bags, drawers that open and close, toys, windows with curtains, and a base plate for the floor. 32 pieces.

#2790 Play Room $26.50

---

**H** Doctor’s House

Just like the real thing, with a waiting room to play in until the doctor is ready, a consultation room, and even an ambulance for pretend emergencies! Plus, all the familiar faces: a doctor, nurse, ambulance driver, mother and child. 40 pieces.

#2688 Doctor’s House $46.00

---

**I** Doctor’s Office

Children get so excited — and sometimes a little nervous — for a trip to the doctor! Let them play "make believe" with an examining table, doctor's bag, telephone, car — and Mom to hold baby's hand. 13 pieces.

#2680 Doctor’s Office $12.00
The "click-clack" sound lets you know when you're tightening the screws — and you can never overtighten them! Just (1) put it together, (2) click it into place, and (3) tighten the screw. And because the screws are attached, they can never fall out or get lost. Plus, DUPLO Toolo works with regular DUPLO blocks.

**A Crane**
This big crane rotates and moves up and down just like a real one — and the best part is, you've built it yourself! 28 pieces.
#2900 Crane Truck $94.00

**B Fire Truck**
Raise the ladder! Have hours of fun and excitement sending these 2 DUPLO Firemen to the rescue with a rotating ladder and trailer hook. 33 pieces.
#2940 Fire Truck $44.00

**C Payloader**
Get the screwdriver ready — it's time to put together the Payloader. It has a scooper in the front and a hook in the rear.
The scooper swivels up and down to pick up blocks. 17 pieces.
#2910 Payloader $17.75

**D Digger**
Wow! You're the one who puts together and takes apart the Digger! It has special digger bucket in the front and a truck bed in the rear. There are lots of ways to change the Digger. 20 pieces.
#2920 Digger $26.50

**F DUPLO Small Basic Tote**
Set your child's imagination free with this set of 12 colorful blocks in all kinds of shapes and sizes. Fun by itself or in combination with other DUPLO Toolo sets.
#2317 DUPLO Small Basic Tote $5.50

Each Toolo set includes screwdriver and easy-to-follow Building Inspiration Book!
Build sturdy towers, Castles, farms, & more—with these base plates as your starting point!

Even big imaginations need a place to start—and our base plates do the job. In two sizes, to suit every building project.

F #2303 Medium Building Plates. Set of 2; each approximately 3-3/4" x 7-1/2". $6.50

G #2304 Large Green Base Plate. 15" x 15". $12.25

H #2306 Large Red Building Plate. 15" x 15". $12.25

Private Plane
Children will zip and zoom and do loop-de-loops with their own private plane! Special pieces include the airplane with a propeller that really turns, a detachable wheel base, a DUPLO pilot figure and a turntable radar block to ensure happy landings! Ages 2-5. 8 pieces.
#2676 Private Plane $7.50

DUPLIC Families
Each happy family is ready for adventure, complete with grandparents, a baby in the stroller and a video camera for capturing the fun! 11 pieces in each set. Ages 2-6.
$13.25 each

I #5089
J #5090
K #5091
L #5029

Jetliner
Ready to travel? Go first class aboard the Jetliner! This exciting Play Set includes a large roomy jet with windows, wing-shaped blocks, wheel base blocks, a car, two luggage blocks and three DUPLO figures. Have a nice trip! Ages 2-6. 15 pieces.
#2678 Jetliner $26.00

LEGO HOTLINE 1-800-463-4652
8AM to 8PM ET
Watch your child's face light up...

When the Duplo Fun Begins!

A Push 'N Go Express
Children love building their own train and chug-chugging all around the house. And this happy train has a very special passenger...a pet elephant! Includes engineer, 12 pieces.
#2733 Push 'N Go Express $22.00

B #2621 Motocross
5 pieces $9.75

Power Saving Design.
The battery train will run at least 8 hours on 3 AA alkaline batteries (batteries not included). The power saving feature goes into action when the train has not been touched by your child for two minutes.

Features 4 different actions and sounds children can operate themselves!

C My First Powered Train Set
At a certain stage children learn that they have the power to make things react to their touch. See the fun your young engineer will have making the train run and stop, go backwards and automatically change direction. And to add to the fun, each of the four functions responds with its own unique sound. Plus, unlike ordinary toy trains, your child builds both locomotive and wagons and then can redesign them his or her own way. It's a toy that stays fresh, a new adventure each time. For young engineers ages 3-6, 61 pieces.
#2730 DUPLO Battery Train $85.00

Extra big 43"x 22" oval track!

Hand operated start/stop rail allows your child to choose whether the train stops, goes by, or changes direction.
Kid Powered Train
All aboard this kid powered train! Have fun building the locomotive and two rail cars. Then lay the track -- there's enough for a 33" x 22" oval or any other shape your little engineer thinks up! Includes DUPLO blocks to build the station, plus grandparents and conductor. 48 pieces.
#2732 Kid Powered Train $47.00

Train Locomotive
Everything you need to build your very own locomotive car -- complete with sound effects when you go backwards, forward, start and stop (3AA batteries not included.) Ages 3-6. 6 pieces.
#5093 DUPLO Train Motor $42.00

Camper
Children will have lots of fun loading supplies through the camper's sliding roof. Comes with a family of three, a car, a table, two chairs, and even a barbecue block. 11 pieces.
#2630 Camper $15.00

Level Crossing
Now you can bring your train through town. Flip down the level crossing when the train comes by. Flip up and your DUPLO vehicles can cross over. 7 pieces.
#2740 Level Crossing $10.00

Additional Tracks
Sometimes you just need a bit more track to make the train go where you want it to. These track sets give you infinite flexibility.

- #2736 Switching Tracks 4 pieces. $13.00
- #2737 Rails and Crossings 9 pieces. $9.75

(Not pictured)
#2734 Six Straight Tracks measure 30 inches. $6.50
#2735 Six Curved Tracks build a 22 inch half circle. $6.50
SET YOUR CREATIVITY free!

A 42 Plates in Two Colors
Thinner than the regular brick, these plates have many uses. Builders hint: 3 plates stacked together equal one brick.
$5.25 each color. #5148 Blue   #5147 Red

B Wheels
Build more LEGO cars, trucks or planes with these 12 wheel assemblies.
#5148 Wheels $5.25

C Hinges & Couplings
Towers, cars, barns — almost everything you build is more fun with doors that really open and close. These hinges do the job. 31 pieces. #5165 Hinges & Couplings $3.00

D 62 Bricks in Six Colors
Expand your LEGO brick collection with these LEGO bricks in 6 colors. 62 bricks per package. $5.25 each per color.
#5140 - Red   #5141 - Blue   #5142 - White
#5143 - Yellow #5144 - Black   #5145 - Gray

Roof Bricks
Give your buildings, castles, and towers real-looking roofs. Or use these sloping bricks to build race cars, a ramp — the list is endless.
#5151 Steep Sloped Bricks (45 degrees). 59 pieces. $5.25
#5152 Low Sloped Bricks (25 degrees). 60 pieces. $5.25
#5161 Inverted Roof Bricks 16 pieces. $3.00

H Doors & Windows
Plenty of doors and windows in this 38-piece assortment.
#5149 Doors & Windows $5.25

Start your creations here!
Mammoth creations like skyscrapers or enchanted castles do much better with a base plate foundation. Each durable Building Plate forms a solid base for all your LEGO building bricks.
#819 Large Blue Base Plate 10" x 10" $5.50
#813 Large Green Base Plate 10" x 10" $5.50
#815 X-Large Gray Base Plate 15" x 15" $11.00
#814 3 Building Plates 2-1/2" x 5" $5.50

M Brick Separator
Everyone needs one! This tool makes it a snap to pull those small plates apart.
#821 Brick Separator $2.25
"Look What I Built!" Freestyle

Ages 5-12

Set your child's imagination free! Freestyle building sets open up all kinds of possibilities, with bright LEGO bricks and special pieces that can build anything your child thinks up. Like a two-headed dragon. A fire-breathing truck. Or a house on wheels. Because they grow with your child's imagination, Freestyle toys will be reached for again and again, whether your child is 4 years old or going on 13!

N 4+ X-Large Bucket
A giant bucket for your wildest, craziest, biggest building ideas! Use the many special pieces to build just about anything — like a skateboarding bird, lion in pajamas, troll tree, melting snowman or a white bird with rotating arms. A handle on top lets you take the bucket with you for building fun wherever you go! Ages 4-12. 367 pieces. #4146 4+ X-Large Bucket $33.00

Q 6+ Electric Building Set
Build the machines of your wildest dreams -- and set them rolling with the electric motor. You'll find plenty of pieces to spark your imagination, including eyes, flags, propellers, gates, and -- of course -- monster wheels! Plus a driver and mechanic to keep your creations zooming. Ages 6-12. 348 pieces. #4163 6+ Electric Building Set $49.50

P #5011 9V Basic Motor
with gear housing $27.00

Q Idea Book
Build and create 28 new models for extra playtime fun with this 48 page Idea Book. Build 19 different town models, 3 castle models, a pirate boat and fort and 4 space vehicles! Oversized 9 1/4" x 11 3/4" for easy use. #286 Idea Book $4.25

Includes 35 stickers to customize your creations!

LEGO HOTLINE
1-800-453-4652
8AM to 8PM ET
PARADISA
AGES 6-12
As much fun to build as they are to play with!

A Sidewalk Cafe
You'll have fun serving the best ice cream sodas in Paradise — and even more fun designing your very own Sidewalk Cafe. This set includes everything you need: a table with parasol, ice cream counter, a soda fountain — even an ice cream vendor and a customer on a bicycle. 44 pieces.
#6402 Sidewalk Cafe $7.25

B Island Arcade
Imagine the fun you'll have at your very own fair! The Fortune Wheel spins round and round — and the Merry-Go-Round really turns! 140 pieces.
#6409 Island Arcade $21.00

C Cabana Beach
You'll find plenty to do at Cabana Beach! There's a pier for fishing, a speedboat, a windsurfer, a juice bar, a cabana for changing, lounge chairs for relaxing — even a parrot and monkey to keep everyone entertained. Includes four vacationers. 145 pieces.
#6410 Cabana Beach $25.50

D Poolside Paradise
Extra large pieces make the Poolside Paradise easy to build — and fun, too! Enjoy a cool drink on the second floor sunroom that overlooks the pool. Your poolside resort includes sports car, mailbox and 4 sunbathers. Ages 7 - 12. 211 pieces.
#6416 Poolside Paradise $38.50

LEGO HOTLINE
1-800-453-4652
8AM to 8PM ET
Your dream house awaits you in beautiful Belville!

Imagine the fun you can have in your very own dream house. You'll find lots of ways to play with the special pieces — like the winding staircase, telephone, mailbox, fashion accessories, baby bottles, and cuddly soft blankets to tuck around baby. These sets feature special new figures that move and bend — and that can even hold things in their hands. What's more, special big pieces make Belville sets extra easy and super fun to build!

**E Love N' Lullabies**
A nursery filled with the things babies love, including a cradle that really rocks, a teddy bear, bottle, cuddly blanket, and a loving mommy. 52 pieces.
#5860 Love N' Lullabies $25.00

**F Prize Pony Stables**
It's just like a real stable — where you get to take care of the two beautiful ponies and their newborn foal! Comes with removable saddles and bridles, brush, ribbons, pail and much more. Ages 7-12. 118 pieces.
#5860 Prize Pony Stables $34.00

**G Pretty Playland**
Imagine how much fun you'll have with a carousel that spins, a slide, a swing, a skateboard and a see-saw that goes up and down! Includes 2 playmates. 55 pieces.
#5870 Pretty Playland $42.00

**H Pretty Wishes Playhouse**
A beautiful, fully furnished house you can call all your own! Complete with curving staircase, nursery, kitchen and a swimming pool out back. Family of four included. Ages 7-12. 222 pieces.
#5890 Pretty Wishes Playhouse $99.00

**I New**

#5136 Belville Accessories
10 Pieces $3.50
REV YOUR ENGINES
THE RACE IS ON!

A #6338 Rebel Roadster 53 pieces. $4.50

B Gas Transit
Here's the truck that keeps all the other trucks rolling! Cockpit doors and trailer roof swing open for easy access and fuel fill-ups. Includes detachable trailer, fuel hose and driver. 120 pieces. #6594 Gas Transit $13.25

C #6337 Hydro Racer 48 pieces. $4.50

D Victory Cup Racers
Build not one, or two, but three speedy race cars and the giant trailer truck that transports them to the starting line. Two pit crew members are ready to fix any problems with a jack, extinguisher and spare tires. When the race is over, use the forklift to load the trailer for the next race. 457 pieces. #6559 Victory Cup Racers $42.00

LEGO HOTLINE
1-800-453-4652
8AM to 8PM ET
**Sail N’ Fly Marina**
You’ll have to think fast and move even faster to manage the non-stop action at the Sail N’ Fly Marina. You’ve got a pier, dry docks, crane, workshop and a restaurant to run, plus two powerboats, a motorboat and a seaplane with rotating propellers! The crane really works — use it to move the engines from one boat to the next. Includes seven marina workers. Ages 8-12. 694 pieces.

#6543 Sail N’ Fly Marina $85.00

**River Runners**
Build a raft that will survive even the most treacherous white water rapids. You’ll be ready with three paddles, an outboard engine, backpack, hatchet, pickax, shovel, radio antenna, and life preservers. Three river runners included. 73 pieces.

#6665 River Runners $7.25

**Pizza To Go**
Everybody loves pizza — especially when it’s delivered hot from the oven! Now you can build and manage your own pizzeria, complete with delivery truck, pizza flipper, five pizzarias, chef, driver and customer. 143 pieces.

#6350 Pizza To Go $17.50

**Wave Rebel**
This speedboat and jeep give you twice the fun! Build your speedboat, load it on the trailer, hook it to the jeep — and you’re off! When you’re ready to hit the waves, put the helmet and life jacket on the driver — and hold on tight. 74 pieces.

#6663 Wave Rebel $7.25
3...2...1... TAKE OFF!
Fun on land — and in the sky

A Beach Rescue Chopper
Uh oh! Looks like someone needs a few more catamaran lessons! But never fear — the Beach Rescue Chopper can whiz to the rescue. It’s equipped with everything needed to save the day: landing gear, rescue hatch, rotating searchlight and video camera. Two rescuers and vacationer included. Ages 7 - 12. 145 pieces. #6342 Beach Rescue Chopper $17.50

Use your imagination to build an airplane, too! You’ll find a hint on the package.

B #6336 Aero Hawk
41 pieces. $4.50

C Aerial Acrobats
Can you do a double backward loop? How about a triple spin — upside down? Practice your most difficult stunts, then impress your friends at the airshow. You’ll have everything you need, including two prop airplanes, an announcer and an air show trailer that converts into a snack and souvenir shop. There’s even an advertising board which folds up for easy storage. When the air show is over, use the pieces to create your own unique flying machines! Six acrobats included. Ages 7 - 12. 332 pieces. #6345 Aerial Acrobats $34.00
D Gas N' Go Flyer
Build your own high-flying airplane, complete with cockpit-mounted camera, rotating nose wheel, a four-blade propeller and aerodynamic tail wings. Now use the truck to fill it with fuel, stow the suitcase behind the control panel, and you're ready for takeoff. Includes fuel attendant and pilot. 93 pieces.
#6341 Gas N' Go Flyer $13.25

E #6314 City People 27 pieces. $7.25

F #6515 Stunt Copter 32 pieces. $3.25

LEGEND HOTLINE
1-800-453-4652
8AM to 8PM ET

G Century Skyway
All the action of a big-city airport! The excitement begins on the runway, where you'll find a fork lift, luggage carrier and fuel truck ready to take care of business. Then zoom down the runway in the two-engine jet, which has space inside for a pilot, four passengers and suitcases, too. Ready for more adventure?
Take off in the cargo helicopter or explore remote terrain in the small one-person helicopter. The airport has plenty more to keep you busy, with a control tower, VIP lounge and baggage area. 12 crew members included. Ages 8 - 12. 850 pieces.
#6597 Century Skyway $109.00
**Speed to the Rescue and save the day!**

Includes control room for signing in prisoners and cells for locking them up.

**A** 
#6864 Chopper Cops  
64 pieces $7.25

**B** Central Precinct HQ  
Criminals will think twice when they see the Central Precinct HQ. This 3-story police headquarters is equipped with high-tech control room and cells for prisoners. Plus you get 4 police officers, helicopter and 3 police vehicles to keep the town safe. Ages 8 - 12. 609 pieces.  
#6398 Central Precinct HQ $73.00

**C** Surveillance Squad  
Bad guys beware! The Surveillance Squad is armed for action! This awesome 10-wheel trailer truck holds three police officers and the latest tracking equipment, including a roof-top radar dish and rotating flood light. Inside, you'll find the latest computer technology and two turnable seats. A motorcycle is hidden in the back — ready to take off on a high speed chase!  
Ages 7 - 12. 307 pieces.  
#6348 Surveillance Squad $33.00

LEGO SYSTEM
**Hook and Ladder**
Four extension ladders and an extra long hose make this the best engine for battling the most dangerous fires of all—blazing skyscrapers! The bright red Hook and Ladder carries two fearless firefighters and the latest rescue equipment, including a removable smoke helmet, oxygen bottles, an axe, and barricades to keep the crowds away. Ages 7 - 12. 173 pieces.
#6340 Hook and Ladder $21.00

**Coastal Cutter**
It's fun to build your own Coast Guard cutter — and even more fun keeping the harbor safe for all boats and ships. If you need extra speed, use the speed boat with an outboard motor. 175 pieces.
#6353 Coastal Cutter $19.00

**Jet Speed Justice**
Twice the rescue action! The Jet Speed Justice squad includes a jet and speed boat with 2 engines each; the jet's cockpit pops up to let the pilot out quick. There's even a video camera to catch the bad guys in the act! Ages 7 - 12. 148 pieces.
#6344 Jet Speed Justice $21.00

**Flame Fighters**
They're the bravest rescue workers of all—the fearless Flame Fighters who battle towering infernos every day of the week. And now you're in charge of the three-story station, complete with control tower, helicopter with landing pad, chief's car and fully equipped fire engine. Four flame fighters included. Ages 8 - 12. 416 pieces.
#6571 Flame Fighters $55.00

**Fire Engine**
Includes 2 opening compartments to store rescue equipment like axes and oxygen tanks.
Town Classics! All Under $10!

Buy any 5 items on this page and save $4.50. Buy any 10 items and save $9.00. It's like getting a FREE set!

A. Police 4x4
Your 4x4 is ready for action with doors and sun roof that open and close, warning lanterns, road blocks and a police officer.
Ages 7-12. 59 pieces.
#6530 Police 4 x 4 $4.75

B. #6648 Mag Racer 56 pieces $7.25

C. #6534 Beach Bandit 36 pieces $4.75

D. #6528 Sandstorm Racer 33 pieces $3.75

E. #6669 Diesel Daredevil 84 pieces $8.75

F. #6513 Glade Runner 29 pieces $3.25

G. #6646 Screaming Patriot 61 pieces $6.75

H. #6401 Seaside Cabana $8.75
Live the good life! Windsurf or cruise around on the jet ski. Then enjoy a cool drink at your beachfront cafe. 42 pieces.

I. #1992 Dragsters 96 pieces $7.75

J. Cactus Canyon
Have fun building the 3 awesome models—a jeep, kayak and 4x4 at a special low price. 129 pieces.
#1720 Cactus Canyon Just $9.95

Check this out!

Items marked with ★ on this page and on the order form are Hard-To-Find Models
BUILD IT & BRING IT TO LIFE WITH THESE ONE-OF-A-KIND BRICKS & SPECIAL PIECES.

AGES 5-12

A #5058 Transparent Plates & Bricks 76 pieces $3.50

B #5056 Space Elements 37 pieces $4.25

C #5127 Antennas & Control Sticks 37 pieces $3.00

D #5057 Space Accessories 27 pieces $3.00

E #5125 Spaceport Accessories 28 pieces $3.50

F #5126 Crane Accessories 18 pieces. $3.50

G #5121 Decorated Elements 29 pieces. $4.25

H #5050 Airplane Accessories 21 pieces. $3.50

I #5051 Windshields & Cockpits 14 pieces. $3.00

J #6315 Road Signs 11 pieces. $3.25

K #6319 Trees and Fences 37 pieces. $4.75

L #5047 Hinges, Couplings & Turntables 27 pieces. $3.50

M #5137 Town Accessories 43 pieces. $3.50

N #5049 Transparent Windows & Bricks 8 pieces. $3.50

O #5132 Wheels & Bearings 24 pieces. $3.50

LEGO HOTLINE 1-800-453-4652 8AM to 8PM ET
BE A MASTER SPY IN OUTER SPACE!

Beware of invaders from Ice Planet — they want their stolen satellites back! And the Space Police are lurking nearby, on the hunt for spies. They'll stop at nothing, so be on the alert!

A Recon Robot
Your mission? Build the sneakiest spy robot in space! Recon Robot has six wheels for rolling over lunar landscapes, pincer claws for snatching space-age secrets, a computer box, and tools for emergency repairs. Astronaut included. Ages 7-12. 139 pieces. #6889 Recon Robot $13.25

B Lunar Launch Site
Many hours of adventure await you at the Lunar Launch Site — the secret command base for the entire SPYRIUS team. It's the perfect hideout, with a landing strip, a tower with radar antennas, an all-terrain patrol vehicle and a trap door which leads to the underground control room. You can even split open a giant lunar mountain to reveal a secret rocket ship ready for takeoff! Three spies included. Ages 8 - 12. 275 pieces. #6959 Lunar Launch Site $47.50

LEGO HOTLINE 1-800-453-4652 8AM to 8PM ET
Transform the robot into an all-terrain vehicle. (1) Remove his head. (2) Pull off the lower arm sections and reattach to the sides of the head to make a cool space car. Then place mini-spaceship (4) on top of robot body (3) to make an all-terrain space vehicle.

**Robo-Guardian**
Introducing the hugest, most awesome and intimidating robot ever built — and he's yours to command! Use buttons on the back to control his arms 8 different ways. One arm contains a magnet, the other a claw for snapping top secret information. Remove his head and arms and this ten-wheeled robot becomes an all-terrain space vehicle. And there's more — like a mini spaceship hidden inside his swiveling head and a secret compartment big enough to hide a spy. Comes with three spies. Ages 8 - 12. 360 pieces.

#6949 Robo-Guardian $38.50

**Sonar Security**
Even the sneakiest spies have to watch out for Sonar Security! A Space Police officer drives this turbo-charged, 6-wheeled vehicle and trailer loaded with an intergalactic satellite. 60 pieces.

#6852 Sonar Security $7.25

**Blizzard Baron**
Warning all spies! Here comes an Explorer from Ice Planet — in a two engine space craft that can land safely on any surface, even ice. The cockpit pops open for the astronaut. 81 pieces.

#6879 Blizzard Baron $9.25

**F. Saucer Centurion**
Choose the Saucer Centurion for your most dangerous spying excursions. This super spaceship reaches warp speeds with powerful engines on its side, hull and rear. When you reach your destination, use the ship's robotic arm to collect interplanetary samples, then explore enemy territory with the eight-wheeled spy-mobile hidden inside the left cockpit. Droid and astronaut included. Ages 7 - 12. 211 pieces.

#6839 Saucer Centurion $28.75

**Spyrius T-Shirt**
This rugged shirt is made of premium weight, preshrunk 100% cotton jersey for soft, comfortable, long lasting wear. Tape crew neck with two piece collar looks better longer, won't shrink or lose its shape. Made in the U.S.A.

#1121 Spyrius T-Shirt
Youth Sizes: M (10-12), L (14-16) $11.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $13.00
Transform the robot into an all-terrain vehicle. (1) Remove his head. (2) Pull off the lower arm sections and reattach to the sides of the head to make a cool space car. Then place mini-spaceship (4) on top of robot body (3) to make an all-terrain space vehicle.

**Robo-Guardian**
Introducing the hugest, most awesome and intimidating robot ever built — and he’s yours to command! Use buttons on the back to control his arms 8 different ways. One arm contains a magnet, the other a claw for snatching top secret information. Remove his head and arms and this ten-wheeled robot becomes an all-terrain space vehicle. And there’s more — like a mini spaceship hidden inside his swiveling head and a secret compartment big enough to hide a spy.

Comes with three spies. Ages 8 -12. 360 pieces.
#6949 Robo-Guardian $38.50

**Blizzard Baron**
Warning all spies! Here comes an Explorer from Ice Planet — in a two engine space craft that can land safely on any surface, even ice. The cockpit pops open for the astronaut. 81 pieces.
#6879 Blizzard Baron $9.25

**Sonar Security**
Even the sneakiest spies have to watch out for Sonar Security! A Space Police officer drives this turbo-charged, 6-wheeled vehicle and trailer loaded with an intergalactic satellite. 60 pieces.
#6852 Sonar Security $7.25

**Saucer Centurion**
Choose the Saucer Centurion for your most dangerous spying excursions. This super spaceship reaches warp speeds with powerful engines on its side, hull and rear. When you reach your destination, use the ship’s robotic arm to collect interplanetary samples, then explore enemy territory with the eight-wheeled spy-mobile hidden inside the left cockpit. Droid and astronaut included. Ages 7 -12. 211 pieces.
#6939 Saucer Centurion $23.75

**Spyrius T-Shirt**
This rugged shirt is made of premium weight, preshrunk 100% cotton jersey for soft, comfortable, long lasting wear. Tape crew neck with two piece collar looks better longer, won’t shrink or lose its shape. Made in the U.S.A.
#1121 Spyrius T-Shirt
Youth Sizes: M (10-12), L (14-16) $11.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $13.00
WELCOME TO... ICE PLANET!
where you have to protect yourself against the cold—and invading spies!

Even the freezing temperatures of Ice Planet don't protect your satellites from those sneaky robots from Spyrius. Can you snatch them back? Maybe the Space Police can help!

A ICE-SAT V
Eight high traction tires allow you to transport rockets over the iciest terrain. The ICE-SAT V has a tiltable transporter for the on-board rocket. Turn the crane lever and a magnet helps reload the rocket for the next launch. Includes the Ice Planet astronaut and ice saw. Ages 7 - 12. 134 pieces.

#6896 ICE-SAT V $17.50

B Ice Station Odyssey
This icy control center will keep you busy with its amazing power and capabilities. Use the crane with a magnetic lift to move rockets and vehicles. Review your strategies in the dome-covered control center complete with control panel and swivel chair. Visit the assembly hall, where satellites are mounted on the rockets for the next launch. Also included is a 10-wheeled rocket transport unit and a motor sled. Three astronauts included. Ages 8 - 12. 339 pieces.

#6983 Ice Station Odyssey $67.00

Includes a crane with magnetic lift to move rockets & space vehicles.
G Rebel Hunter
Build the most feared spaceship in the galaxy! It’s the Rebel Hunter — a sleek, speedy spaceship that comes to keep the peace on Ice Planet. Put dangerous prisoners in the secure holding cell — no one’s ever been known to escape! Includes two astronauts.
Ages 7 - 12, 144 pieces.
#6897 Rebel Hunter $21.00

D #6814 Ice Tunnelator 24 pieces. $3.25

F #6834 Celestial Sled 54 pieces. $4.50

E Saucer Scout
Oh, no! Here comes a spy! His quick little spacecraft is designed to zip in and out of Ice Planet without being caught. 46 pieces.
#6835 Saucer Scout $4.50

You can transform the Main Spaceship into cool new spaceships.

G Deep Freeze Defender
Imagine the fun you’ll have building the Deep Freeze Defender — a huge ship that takes astronauts deep into galactic frontiers. Now take it apart and mastermind your own unique spaceships using the same pieces. There’s a cockpit with control panel, skis and an ice saw. Plus a rocket-launcher and a small transport vehicle that can retrieve rockets with magnetic coupling. Three astronauts included. Ages 8 - 12, 414 pieces.
#6973 Deep Freeze Defender $49.00
**Monorail Transport Base**

Combines the fun of a rollercoaster, a space adventure — and building with LEGO bricks! This giant monorail system has a high-speed car that's powered by a battery box to zip around the rail. Just turn it on when you want it to go, off when you want it to stop. There's even a way to make the car go backwards! Set its lights to flash an alert — or shine steadily bright. At the lower level, load and unload passengers. The second level has the radar station. And the upper level, functions as a launching ramp for cockpit modules and also houses the control room. Includes four astronauts, and approximately 15 linear feet of track. ($9 battery not included.) Ages 9-12. 555 pieces.

#6991 Monorail Transport Base $178.00

**Droid!**

**Space Explorers**

Add to the fun! These 5 new astronauts—one is a droid—are ready for any expedition. 34 pieces.

#6705 Space Explorers $7.25

**Solar Snooper**

Preserve law and order in the galaxy with the Solar Snooper! Criminals can be held on board for questioning in the space lock-up cells and then transported to a more secure location with the collapsible spaceship stored on board. Three space police officers included. Ages 8-12. 232 pieces.

#6957 Solar Snooper $42.00
All is well in the Islanders Forbidden Cove until...the Pirates arrive in their Renegade Runner. Who will get the buried treasure? Who will rule the seas? Only you can decide the outcome!

**Renegade Runner**
This fast running pirate ship is ready for action on the high seas. And it's stocked for adventure, with a gold filled treasure chest, cannon, compass and big bold sails that warn others to beware! Four pirates included. Ages 7-12. 175 pieces.

#6268 Renegade Runner $39.75

**Forbidden Cove**
A secret cove, look-out tower, hidden treasure and statue with swiveling head make the Forbidden Cove the most mysterious place in the islands. Two pirates want to steal the treasure, and two Island guards will do everything in their power to protect it! Also includes a rowboat with pirate flag, canoe, treasure map, drum, and crocodile. Ages 7-12. 207 pieces.

#6264 Forbidden Cove $29.75

**Smuggler's Shanty**
Will you help the pirates get the treasure? Whatever you do, watch out for that hungry, man-eating shark! 69 pieces.

#6259 Smuggler's Shanty $9.25

**LEGO HOTLINE**
1-800-453-4652
8AM to 8PM ET
AHoy Mates! Prepare for adventure on the high seas!

**A Black Seas Barracuda**
The mere sight of this ship sends fear into the hearts of most Imperial Guards! This huge twin-masted vessel flies the skull and crossbones flag and carries Captain Red Beard and his swashbucklers closer to action and treasure. There's a hoist for lifting sunken treasure and 4 cannons to protect its loot! Eight pirates included. Plus you'll get Buried Treasure and Castaway's Raft!
Ages 9 - 12. 936 pieces in all.
*#6285 Black Seas Barracuda A $136.75 Value Now Only $125.00!

**B Sea Mates**
Add more pirates and soldiers to your collection. Set includes 2 pirates, 2 soldiers, a parrot, a monkey and a chest filled with treasure. 29 pieces.
#6252 Sea Mates $7.25

**C Forbidden Island**
Lots of thrills await you at the pirate's island hideaway, from the top of the lookout post to the tree fort prison. A rowboat, parrot, monkey, 3 pirates, soldier and shark add to the excitement.
Ages 7 - 12. 176 pieces.
#6270 Forbidden Island $37.50
**Enchanted Island**
Many, many hours of adventure and discovery await you on the Enchanted Island. Tucked behind a tropical lagoon you'll find thatched huts, a mysterious cove, the King's balcony, and a royal treasure chest. Plus a trick suspension bridge (it collapses) and a giant statue with a secret hiding place inside! Two pirates in a rowboat, five islanders, a red canoe, and a hungry crocodile add to the fun. Ages 8-12. 412 pieces.
#6278 Enchanted Island $65.00

**King Kahuka's Throne**
Imagine the adventures you can have with two pirates, a row boat, a treasure map — and the island's most valuable treasure, hidden inside King Kahuka's Throne. The King, his two sons, and a fierce crocodile are ready to protect the treasure at any cost! Ages 7-12. 141 pieces.
#6262 King Kahuka's Throne $21.00

**Islander Catamaran**
58 pieces. $13.25
#6256

**Crocodile Cage**
56 pieces. $7.25
#6246
A Magical, Medieval Adventure!

You are traveling back, back in time...to the days when knights jousted, renegades kid from the law and wizards worked their magic! Now you can decide who will keep the royal treasure — and who will rule the kingdom. But watch out for dragons, trap doors and glow-in-the-dark ghosts!

**A Dragon Wagon**
Help these brave knights transport a fire-breathing dragon. The dragon puffs out fire and raises his wings as he tries to escape. Two knights included. Ages 7 - 12. 104 pieces. #6056 Dragon Wagon $21.00

**C Fire Breathing Fortress**
Get ready for many happy afternoons defending the Fire Breathing Fortress. It's full of surprises! The dragon's head on the fortress rotates and can drop rocks on intruders. There's a secret exit inside and a cave to lock up a fire-breathing dragon. Plus...watch out for the secret trap door! Includes 5 knights and Majisto with glow-in-the-dark wand. Ages 8 - 12. 388 pieces. #6082 Fire Breathing Fortress $64.00

**D Dark Dragon's Den**
It's the most mysterious place in the forest — the Dark Dragon's Den. And only you can decide the fate of the fire-breathing dragon hidden inside! A stairway leads up to the tower where 3 knights keep a close watch on the dragon. Watch Majisto wave his magic glow-in-the-dark wand — and see if the secret exit door opens! Ages 8 - 12. 211 pieces. #6076 Dark Dragon's Den $43.00
**D Sea Serpent**

Raise the sail! On board the Sea Serpent is a barrel full of supplies and armor to assist the Black Knights on many exciting voyages. Includes 5 knights in full armor. Ages 7 - 12. 118 pieces.

#6057 Sea Serpent $16.50

---

**E Wolfpack Tower**

It's the Wolfpack's main headquarters -- and you're in charge. If invaders try to enter, pull up the drawbridge quick! If someone sneaks in, they'd better beware -- the tallest tower is haunted by a ghost who protects the hidden treasures. Includes 3 Wolfpack renegades. Ages 8 - 12. 230 pieces.

#6075 Wolfpack Tower $29.75

---

**F Wolfpack Renegades**

At first it looks like an ordinary horse-drawn wagon -- but examine it closely to find the false bottom for hiding treasure! Includes 2 renegades and secret treasures. 56 pieces.

#6038 Wolfpack Renegades $9.25

---

**G Medieval Knights**

Four fearless knights and one gallant steed, stand ready to defend the many towers, castles and secret fortresses you build. 28 pieces.

#6105 Medieval Knights $7.25
Medieval Adventure Awaits you!

**A Magic Shop**
Create extraordinary magic as Majisto wields his glow-in-the-dark wand. 45 pieces.
#6020 Magic Shop $4.50

**B Dragon Defender**
What's the best way to defend a fire-breathing dragon? Build a fire-breathing catapult! Four large wheels let you move the Dragon Defender into strategic positions — then fire away! Two brave knights included. Ages 7-12. 151 pieces.
#6043 Dragon Defender $13.25

**C Black Monarch's Ghost**
Imagine the adventures you can have with this knight in shining armor, white horse, miniature castle and glow-in-the-dark ghost! 43 pieces.
#6034 Black Monarch's Ghost $7.25

**D Majisto's Magical Workshop**
Lots of mysterious things can happen in Majisto's Magical Workshop — especially when you're holding his magic, glow-in-the-dark wand! Here's everything you need to concoct magical adventures — including secret treasure, mysterious flames, and an armed knight.
Ages 7-12. 184 pieces.
#6048 Majisto's Magical Workshop $26.00
**Models for Big-Time Builders!**

**F. Magic Flash**
This model team thrashes is packed with power! The van features amazingly realistic details — like bumpers, horn, dual exhaust pipes and more. No detail is too small — there are even windscreen wipers in front! You control the steering by turning the spare tire on top. The trailer hooks up to the van for transporting the sleek speedboat, complete with wind spoiler, tilted propeller and two engine hatchets. The action doesn’t stop there — follow the instructions to build the alternative model, a high-speed dragster! 788 pieces.

#5581 Magic Flash $79.00

**G. Sea Jet**
Two totally awesome models in one! Includes all the pieces you need to build a realistic speedboat with driving seats, rudders, functional propellers, instrument panels, and open/close hatch on front deck. Now test your skill at building a Hovercraft. Sure to give you many, many hours of challenging fun. 400 pieces.

#5521 Sea Jet $36.50

**H. Mach II Red Bird Rig**
Speed through the highways and skyways with the Mach II Red Bird. This awesome Tractor-Trailer and Jet Plane contain working parts like doors/hatches that open and close, pivoting wheels, spoilers which tip to the side and a removable loading ramp. Tremendous detail, realism and 1,166 pieces of building fun! Ages 10 & up.

#5591 Mach II Red Bird Rig $110.00
**A Road N’ Rail Repair**
Two kinds of fun! First maneuver the Road N’ Rail Repair on land as the crane digs ditches to be used for new rails. Then attach the vehicle to a departing train for a ride along the railroad to the next worksite.
Ages 7-12. 81 pieces.
#4525 Road N’ Rail Repair $10.00

**B Twin Tank Transporter**
Hook these huge storage tanks to your train for a ride to the fuel stop. Then help the Octan Driver load fuel into the barrels and onto his truck. 171 pieces.
#4537 Twin Tank Transporter $23.00

**C Level Crossing**
Train’s Coming! Warn cars it’s time to stop at the crossing while your train chugs by. Includes baseplate with rails to hook up to your rail system, two moveable crossing gates, a watchman’s post, watchman and LEGO landscaping. 106 pieces.
#4599 Level Crossing $25.00

**D Switching Rails**
6 pieces. $28.75

**E Eight Curved Rails**
Enough for 27” half circle! $13.25

**F Eight Straight Rails**
More than 40 inches of track! $13.25

**G Metroliner**
Imagine how great you’ll feel when you build this big passenger train and watch it zip around the track! This deluxe train has a working engine and passenger and steering wagons. Each compartment has realistic details, like tables, chairs, bunk beds and a restroom. And just like a real train, the light shines while the train is moving! Comes complete with larger 27” x 38” oval track, 11 Travelers, railstop platform, luggage cart, 2 bikes and more. Requires #4548 9-volt Speed Regulator to operate. 788 pieces.
#4558 Metroliner $149.00
MORE accessories for BUILDING REALISTIC trains of your own!

#5301 Wagon Floor Bed $3.00

#5303 Buffers, Magnets, and Couplers 6 pieces $3.50

#5304 Two Wheelsets $3.50

#5302 Two Bogieplates $2.50

#5300 Electric Train Motor $27.00

Police Patrol Boat
Keep the waterways safe as you patrol the shoreline. Your Patrol Boat comes with a hatchway to the engine room and a working rope pulley at the stern (great for pulling people to safety). Also includes two wheel houses, a radar dish, 3 Police Officers and room to stow diving gear. 185 pieces.
#4021 Police Patrol Boat $34.00

Incorporates storage cabinets that open to stow diving gear

Cabin Cruiser
Cruise out to sea in class in the Cabin Cruiser. This sleek leisure boat is made for open water excitement! Includes fishing gear and shark with working jaws. 90 pieces.
#4011 Cabin Cruiser $19.75

Includes storage cabinets that open to stow diving gear
AWESOME ACTION!
LEGO TECHNIC models really move!

Every LEGO TECHNIC model gives you many hours of building fun. But the real action begins after the model is built — because each machine moves in its own unique way.

Some have steering wheels that actually turn the wheels. Others have arms that can be raised and lowered by turning a crank. And still others have working pistons that move up and down as you move the car or truck along the floor.

Plus, some sets include working mechanical devices that add even more capability to the models — like a Compressor and Pneumatic Combination, Pneumatic Power, or a Flex system. LEGO TECHNIC sets let you get up close and watch the different parts move. The details are amazing — and very realistic!

A Universal Starter Set
Use the easy-to-follow instructions to build a Formula One Race Car, a Plane, a Tow Truck or a Rolling Robot that moves its head! Once you’ve mastered the basics, you can invent your very own moving creations using special elements such as gears, beams, axles and tires! 118 pieces.
#8022 Universal Starter Set $15.50

Motorize the alternate Formula 1 Race Car
Wheel-driven propeller motion

B Power Pack
Wheels turn and motors run when you add the 9V power pack to your LEGO TECHNIC Sets. Includes motor, battery box, rubber belts, and assorted gears and bricks. Almost every LEGO TECHNIC set includes instructions to motorize models with the Power Pack. (Requires 6 AA Batteries - Not included) . 50 pieces.
#8720 Power Pack $39.75

C Universal Building Set
You’ll be amazed what you can build with your own two hands! With the special pieces in the Universal Set, you can build a helicopter with rotating chopper blades, a beach buggy with a working steering system, and a gymnast who flips over the high bar. And that’s just the beginning — instructions show you how to build six different models, then use your imagination to invent your own unique machines!
Ages 8 & up. 210 pieces.
#8032 Universal Building Set $26.50

Add your own motor and watch models roar to life!
What’s more, most LEGO TECHNIC sets include instructions for building a model that you can bring to life by adding the #8720 Power Pack (sold separately). Just look for the Power Symbol! Amaze your friends — or race them to the finish line!

Look for this Power Pack symbol throughout the LEGO TECHNIC section. Sets marked with this symbol include detailed instructions for motorizing at least one model with the Power Pack.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR 6 DIFFERENT MODELS!
Pneumatic Crane Truck
You won't believe how realistic the action is until you see it with your own two eyes! The pneumatic crane turns, lifts and opens — just like the real thing. The truck has three axles, four-wheel steering and four supporting legs you can move up and down. For even more action, use the #8720 Power Pack (sold separately) and watch the truck move on its own!
Ages 11 & up. 841 pieces.
#8469 Pneumatic Crane Truck $99.00

Pneumatic Excavator
It's the power of air in your hands — you bring your models to life! The working pneumatic cylinder in this model makes for realistic action and lots of fun. The Crane Truck's real-life functions include a crank that raises and lowers the arm and a revolving platform that can be motorized (Power Pack sold separately) so the crane swings around automatically. Instructions are also included to build the Excavator.
Ages 9 & up. 238 pieces.
#8837 Pneumatic Excavator $47.00

NEW!
Available August 1995
RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED NOW!

Includes complete instructions for this alternate crane truck!

LEGO HOTLINE
1-800-453-4652
8AM to 8PM ET

EXCLUSIVE!
Each set has building instructions for 2 models!

A: F1 Racer
   - #8808
   - 92 pieces
   - $8.75

B: Baja Blaster
   - Look close — the piston moves up and down when the Baja Blaster is on the go!
   - Plus, the steering gear really turns the wheels.
   - Comes with instructions for building a Dragster from the same pieces — and the Dragster can be motorized with the Power Pack (see page 40).
   - #8818
   - 118 pieces
   - $13.25

C: Airtech Claw Rig
   - You're in for massive amounts of action and realism!
   - This set features steering gear (turn the steering wheel and the wheels turn), a 6-cylinder engine (pistons move up and down) and radiator fan (rotates when truck is in motion).
   - A build-in motor powers pneumatics to raise and lower crane arm, open and close crane bucket, and turn the crane cabin on its revolving platform.
   - Set also includes instructions to build an Automatic Loading Truck — for many, many more hours of building fun.
   - Ages 12 & up
   - #8868
   - 957 pieces
   - $139.00
Street Chopper
Rev your engines and build this realistic LEGO TECHNIC model—complete with steering gear, shock absorbers and a chain-driven 4-cylinder plastic engine (as it rolls along the floor, you can watch the pistons moving up and down). Instructions included to build 2 models—the Street Chopper and the Dragster, which can be motorized using the Power Pack (sold separately).
Ages 10 & up. 377 pieces.
#8857 Street Chopper $49.50

Forklift Transporter
A massive truck and forklift for many hours of amazing action! Raise and lower the trailer, turn the steering gear, and raise and lower the forklift arms. Comes with detailed instructions for building a car trailer with 2 cars to haul around!
Ages 8 & up. 761 pieces.
#9872 Forklift Transporter $82.00
Moving Machines that Zoom, Soar & Sail

A Hovercraft
This Hovercraft is built — by you! — for speed and lots of action. As you glide it along the floor, the propeller turns while special soft tenders protect its edges. You can even steer it with the control at the top of the model. Next, follow the instructions for building a helicopter with rotor blades that will turn on their own if you add the Power Pack (sold separately, see page 40). Ages 8 & up. 191 pieces.
#8824 Hovercraft $25.50

Propeller swivels and spins as you steer the Hovercraft along the floor.

B Sky Ranger
Take awesome LEGO TECHNIC action into the skies! Look close — the pistons move up and down as the propeller turns. Your aircraft also features tilting wing flaps and landing gear — just like the real thing! Once you’ve mastered the Sky Ranger, follow the detailed instructions to build the Gyrocopter model.
271 pieces.
#8836 Sky Ranger $29.75

C Supply Ship
Piece it together with your own two hands — you’ll still be amazed at the many action details on the Supply Ship! While the steering gear turns, the propellers rotate. The crane swings around and can be raised and lowered. There are even instructions that show you how to build a Hovercraft that can be motorized with the Power Pack (power pack sold separately, see page 40). Ages 10 & up. 523 pieces.
#8839 Supply Ship $59.50

EXCLUSIVE!
Rebel Wrecker

Rebel Wrecker is the name, demolition is the game! This monster truck has four balloon tires, six working pistons that move as the vehicle rolls, and a crane with tow hook that goes up and down when you turn the crank. Ages 10 & up. 398 pieces.

#8858 Rebel Wrecker $69.00

Super Car

This is one huge machine — over a foot and a half long from end to end! This awesome test car has lots of realistic functions, like a working gear that shifts from first to fourth speed. Plus 4-wheel steering and independent suspension, a trunk that opens to show 8 working pistons, 2 adjustable mirrors, and headlights you can move up and down by the flick of a switch. And that's just the beginning! Clear instructions show you how to use the same pieces to build a sleek Formula 1 Racer! Ages 11 & up. 1,343 pieces.

#8880 Super Car $139.00

Includes realistic functions like a trunk that opens to show 8 working pistons!
**Model Team**

**Blue Fury**
She's a real beauty — you've built her with your own hands! The details on this sleek blue hot rod are awesome, from its shining chrome lights to the windshield wipers that really move. For a change of action, use the same pieces to build a low-riding go-cart. 419 pieces. Ages 9 & up.
#5541 Blue Fury $39.50

**Fire Engine**
Be ready when emergency strikes with your own fully equipped, realistic fire engine! Use the steering wheel on top to guide the truck to hot spots. Turn the handle to raise and lower the crane arm. Turn another handle to release the hose and put the nozzle in the firefighter's hands! Then use the same pieces to build a rescue vehicle complete with trailer and boat. Comes with two fire fighters.
Ages 9 & up. 436 pieces.
#8280 Fire Engine $55.00

---

**Town Classics Special Offer!**
see page 24

LEGO HOTLINE
1-800-453-4652
Count Down to Adventure!

It's all systems go as you control the shuttle mission. Five seconds to liftoff, and it's sweaty palms time. 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, liftoff! The shuttle blasts off the launch pad and roars into space. Your launch is a success! Launch Your Dreams!

ALL NEW! AT YOUR LOCAL STORE!

#6336 Launch Response Unit
#6154 Launch Evac I
#6510 Moon Walker
#6544 Shuttle Transcon II

Can't find these Launch Command Sets at your local store? We've reserved a limited quantity of these 5 Launch Command sets in case you have difficulty finding them in your area. Please call our HOTLINE for pricing and product availability.

#6339 Shuttle Launch Pad
BRAVE THE DANGERS OF THE DEEP!

Your mission: to seek out and harvest the precious crystals that provide oxygen for the underwater world. It’s not a job for the timid, because the powerful Aquasharks want the crystals, too ... and they’ll stop at nothing to get them!

NOW AVAILABLE at your local store!

#6175 Crystal Explorer Sub
#6155 Deep Sea Predator
#6115 Shark Scout
#6195 Neptune Discovery Lab
#6125 Sea Sprint 9

Can’t find these Aquazone Sets at your local store? We’ve reserved a limited quantity of these 5 Aquazone sets in case you have difficulty finding them in your area. Please call our HOTLINE for pricing and product availability.

NEW!

Cool new elements

Aquazone Attire!
The newest and coolest T-shirt for Aquazone fans! Bright graphics show a clash between the brave Aquanauts and the dastardly Aquasharks. 100% preshrunk cotton. Made in U.S.A.

#1125 Aquazone T-Shirt
Youth Sizes: M(10-12), L(14-16) $11.00
Adult Sizes: S, M, L, XL $13.00

AQUAZONE
For LEGO Preferred Customers ONLY!  

**A** Breezeway Cafe  
Restaurant comes complete with its own kitchen, juice bar, waiter, cook and 3 diners. "Ristorante" decals are included. Ages 7-12. 171 pieces.  
#6376 Breezeway Cafe $23.00

**B** #6401 Seaside Cabana  
42 pieces $8.75

**C** Road & Rail Vehicle  
Drive it on roads or let it ride the rails. Magnets allow you to hook the car to your train. Ages 7-12. 71 pieces.  
#4546 Road & Rail Vehicle $10.00

**D** #6646 Screaming Patriot  
61 pieces $8.75

**E** LEGO MANIAC Hat  
Kids who love to build like crazy, will love their own LEGO MANIAC hat. This six panel cotton/poly blend cap features sturdy visor to keep the sun out of your eyes, while unique adjustable cloth covered Velcro strap gives a comfortable, neat looking fit. Plus, the LEGO MANIAC design is stitched right into the hat (not a glued on patch) so your hat will look great for years. One size fits children ages 4 & up. Made in U.S.A.  
#1123 LEGO MANIAC Hat $16.00

**F**  
Key Chains  
Keep your keys on the coolest key chains in town! Suitable for ages 5 & up. $3.50 each.  
#9405 Ice Planet  
#9409 Islander